Design of RFID system to track laboratory animals for behavior analysis purposes
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Abstract— In this paper, a real-time RFID system capable of tracking laboratory animals for behavior analysis purposes was designed and implemented. Four passive RFID tags based on low frequency (LF) were designed and implemented from first principles. The tags can be read by any RFID reader that operates on the low frequency range 125-134 kHz. The tags were designed through the investigation of various antenna, encoding, modulation, and energy harvesting techniques. The tag receives the electromagnetic signal via the antenna, and converts it to a DC signal that the microcontroller can use to manipulate the electromagnetic signal with the data such that the reader can decode the unique tag identifier. RFID sensors were designed and implemented to collect data from various monitored areas of a semi natural environment. The data is sent to a central data coordinator for pre-processing and middleware for data error checking, display and storage. The data is stored in an online database which is used to produce statistical information about the area within which the RFID system is deployed. The RFID system can successfully detect and store movement data in real time. A read range of 14.5cm was achieved.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In earlier times, data has been collected by specially trained observers [1]. The observers manually collected data as they sat in front of cages. These observers are well trained in behavioural biology and can identify 50 behavioural and movement patterns [2]. Constant human surveillance method of observation introduces various forms of influences to the animal’s behaviour and hence the data collected. The tracking performance of the human observers is limited to the individual’s concentration span and other constituents such as mood and exhaustion [2][3].

The problem addressed in this paper was to develop an RFID based animal tracking solution for collecting 24h/7 days of movement data. In concept, the solution would eliminate the need for extensive human intervention by allowing long-term continuous tracking and data collection for animal behaviour analysis. This paper discusses the design of the tracking system and not the study of animal behaviour.

Animal behaviour analysis requires long-term collection of movement data. The constituents of behaviour mainly environmental bias includes housing conditions, and the human observer [1], thus it is important that any tracking method used does not significantly influence any of the above mentioned. Presently available laboratory animal tracking methods include the p-Chip, machine vision and the single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) systems. According to [4], the p-Chip is an implant based light-activated tag designed to operate within line of sight of a laser operated reader. Due to the reading distances of just 1-3mm, a human operator must hold mice and illuminate the area on which the tag is implanted to get a reading. According to [5], the machine vision system was used to visually monitor insect colonies. A small tray of insects is monitored by a camera. The system can count a number of insects and track them across the bounding box but cannot distinguish an individual insect from the other. According to [6], the SPECT system tracked mice by using high resolution imaging systems. One of the two techniques in SPECT required markers to be placed on the mice and the other laser profiling was used to detect mice moving across a bridge between cages. The SPECT system successfully characterised the mice but did not distinguish them from the other. The proposed RFID system seeks to minimise human interactions during test subjects monitoring and accurately identify each test subject uniquely. Behavioral information such as the animals expression towards the environment and other animals can be studied.

II. RELATED WORKS

In an RFID-based animal data recording system presented by [7][8], a human observer placed an RFID reader within 1cm of the area on the animal on which the tag is attached by an observer. This approach influences the animals’ behaviour and is therefore not suitable for animal behaviour analysis. In [2], the RFID reader was placed in strategic locations in a semi natural environment with a detection range of only 0.5cm. In [9], clusters of antennas with a detection range of
only 1cm were placed in a 12cm×12cm matrix to partition an area within which mice were studied. All the four approaches including those in [4-6] leave a gap for the present work. The use of short range RFID systems require large number of RFID hardware, accumulate substantial cost and limit the size of the study population. In the system proposed in this report, the RFID tracking system eliminated the need for manual data collection, uniquely identifies the test subjects and reduced the influence on animal behaviour during data collection, reduced the number of RFID hardware required. The system can also be employed in other application such as asset inventory management, access control, location systems and health care [10].

The RFID system obtained movement data by recording all RFID tag data as the tags moved across various locations in the semi natural environment. The semi natural environment within which the laboratory animals were kept contained a number of RFID tag readers. Laboratory animals need to be kept in an environment within which they can move around, exercise, and interact with other animals with sufficient space that is clean and undisturbed. A physical model that simulated a semi natural environment with movable objects simulating laboratory animals was built and used to test the prototype. The tag readers interrogated and retrieved the unique tag data as a means of identification.

The unique RFID tag code, reader location code and RFID event time stamp were recorded in a relational database in real time. The database contained data about when (date and time), where (the tag reader code) and who (the tag code) is at the location. Middleware software was developed in order to convert the data into tracking information, resolving reader collisions and ensuring bad reads are eliminated. Once the data was analysed, the results were presented in a user interface on a personal computer and be fed to a webserver to enable users to remotely observe the tracking information.

III. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The RFID system enables movement tracking of laboratory animals for behaviour analyses. The RFID tracking system was based on the architecture illustrated in figure 1.

![Fig. 1. Architecture of the RFID animal tracking system.](image)

The RFID management subsystem includes the inputs to the system in the form of RFID tag IDs and their associated readers, wireless transceiver modules, indicator LEDs, voltage regulators, and circuitry that interfaces the reader and the wireless transceiver. The RFID tag design was based on low frequency (LF) to comply with ISO standard 11784 and 11785 [11]. The ISO standards allocated the frequency range of 125-134 kHz for the use of applications such as animal identification. Using the low frequency range offers a number of advantages such as the signals ability to penetrate through objects with high liquid content like mice with less attenuation, communication is least affected by metallic objects [12] and costs the least as compared to equivalent systems on higher frequencies [13].

The data processing and storage system consisted of the middleware, and database. The middleware software developed ran on the PC to store and analyse the datasets it received from the data coordinator. Statistical information about the objects being tracked was derived from the data to build an archive of behavioural information. Features such as when, where and how long each object spent most of its time, the last seen location and triggered alerts under certain conditions such as when an object failed to visit a feeding area were developed.

The display and monitoring subsystem consisted of the graphical user interface (GUI) for onsite monitoring and a web-server for remote monitoring. The GUI which formed part of the of the middleware’s view was developed and uses the QMySQL class to interface with the web-server and database using an HTTP protocol. Remote users with Wi-Fi enabled devices were able to view the tracking information with the use of a web browser installed on their devices. The web pages were developed to retrieve information from the database and display it on the remote devices.

IV. SYSTEM DESIGN

A. Hardware development

The RFID tag consisted of a number of components that include the antenna, memory, microcontroller unit (MCU) power supply, data encoder, and modulator. A functional diagram of a typical RFID tag is given in below.

![Fig. 2. Functional diagram a typical RFID tag.](image)

The unique ID was stored on the microcontrollers program memory. The rectifier rectified the AC signal from the antenna into a DC signal. The voltage regulator kept the voltage signal below 3.3V to protect the microcontroller from excessive voltage as the tag moved closer to the reader. The RFID sensor subsystem can be summarised in the following functional flow diagram.
The sensor nodes consisted of a reader, wireless transmitter and power supply. The reader interrogated any RFID tag within its vicinity. When the tag was successfully read, the reader transmitted the data to the wireless transmitter via a serial interface. The transmitter forwards the data to the server subsystem as illustrated below.

The data coordinator subsystem served as a server to which all end devices transmitted all RFID data to. This subsystem consisted of the Wi-Fi transceiver, a human machine interface (HMI) interface with a power button, an LCD and LEDs, 32-bit RISC microcontroller and a USB to Serial adapter. The subsystem displayed the ID of the most recently read tag and the area within which it was detected. The data processing and storage subsystem can be summarised in the following functional flow diagram.

The data processing and storage system consisted of the middleware, and database. The middleware software stored and analysed the datasets it received from the data coordinator. Statistical information about the objects was derived from the data to build an archive of behavioural information. The display and monitoring subsystem can be summarised in the following functional flow diagram.

The display and monitoring subsystem consist of the graphical user interface (GUI) for onsite monitoring and a web-server for remote monitoring. The GUI which forms part of the of the middleware’s view was developed in C++ using the QtCreator development environment. Remote users were able to view the tracking information with the use of a web browser. The web pages were developed using PHP to retrieve information from the database and display it in the form of HTML pages on the remote devices.

B. Passive RFID tag circuit design

The passive RFID tag circuit has a network of components that form the passive tag. The tag consisted of a number of sub section which include the antenna, matching capacitor, full-ware rectifier, smoothing capacitor, voltage regulator and modulator.

1) Antenna design

The antennas used in the RFID tags were all made from copper enamel wire with a diameter of 0.315 mm. The copper material property was chosen since it has a very high permeability [1]. The inductance value for which the antennas were designed was determined using equation 1.

The Q factor of a resonant circuit is the measure of the voltage and current step-up at its resonant frequency. The circuit damping ratio can be simply calculated as the reciprocal of the Q factor (1/Q). For a desired read range, there is an optimal inductance $L_2$, and load resistance $R_L$ for the receivers’ resonant circuit such that the Q factor is at its maximum. At the optimal inductance $L_2$, the RFID tag is considered to operate at its maximum performance. The Q factor for a resonant conductor loop is expressed as [12]:

$$Q = \frac{1}{\omega L_2} \frac{R_L}{R_2}$$

where $L_2$ denotes the antenna inductance, $R_2$ is the antenna internal resistance, and $\omega$ is the resonant frequency.

Two common antenna shapes will be investigated, namely the circular and square shape. According to a simulation of equation 3.22 done in the mathematical analysis software package Matlab, the optimal inductance of an RFID with a load resistance of 1.650 kΩ was simulated to be 50.78 µH. The load resistance $R_L$ can be calculated using ohms law. For a voltage drop of 3.3V and a load current of 2mA, the load resistance is calculated to be 1.650 kΩ.
According to [13], the inductance of a square antenna loops with multiple turns is expressed as:

\[
L = 0.008 \cdot a \cdot N^2 \cdot \left[ 2.303 \log_{10} \left( \frac{a}{b+c} \right) + 0.2235 \left( \frac{b+c}{a} \right) + 0.726 \right] \mu H, \quad (2)
\]

where \( N \) is the number of loop turns, \( a \) is the size of the square measured to the centre of the cross section in cm, \( b \) is the winding length in cm and \( c \) is the winding depth in cm.

According to [13], the inductance of a circular antenna loops with multiple turns is expressed as:

\[
L = \frac{0.31(aN)^2}{6a+9b+10h} \mu H, \quad (3)
\]

where \( N \) is the number of loop turns, \( a \) is average loop radius in cm, \( b \) is the winding thickness in cm and \( h \) is the winding height in cm.

2) **Matching capacitor**

The antenna forms a resonant circuit that was designed to operate at the carrier frequency of the reader. To optimise the resonant circuit, a matching capacitor is required to form an RLC circuit. The resistor in the equivalent RLC circuit was the antennas internal resistance. Given the antennas inductance, the matching capacitor was calculated using equation 4.

\[
f = \frac{1}{2\pi \sqrt{L_2 C_2}} \quad (4)
\]

Solving for \( C_2 \):

\[
C_2 = \frac{1}{(2\pi f)^2 L_2} \quad (5)
\]

Fig. 7. The figure shows the equivalent resonant circuit of the RFID tags antenna.

3) **Full wave rectifier**

Once the antenna was designed to receive the RF signal from the reader at the carrier frequency, the AC voltage signal was converted into a DC voltage signal. To achieve this, the full-wave rectifier diode configuration was used to reduce the DC voltage ripple. To further reduce the combined voltage drop across the full-wave voltage rectifier, Schottky small signal rectifier diode were used. The full-wave rectifier used a total of four diodes of which only two are active per RF signal period. The signal experienced a combined voltage drop of two diodes. Regular rectifier diodes such as the 1N4007s have a combined voltage drop of 1.4 V (0.7 V×2), whereas the ST BAT42 Schottky diodes have a combined voltage drop of 0.52 V (0.26×2). The full-wave rectifier circuit is illustrated in the figure 8 below.

4) **Smoothing capacitor**

The rectified output signal from the rectifier was not suitable to provide operational energy to the microcontroller because the signal has considerably high AC component referred to as the ripple. The rectified signal was still an AC signal and needed to be converted to a DC signal which the microcontroller can use to operate. To achieve this, a smoothing capacitor was used to reduce the voltage ripple and improve the load regulation. The maximum current consumed by the tag was chosen as 250 mA. The maximum ripple voltage was chosen to be ± 0.5 V to allow for a 2% maximum ripple. The carrier frequency from the reader was measured to be 127.5 kHz.

\[
V_{\text{ripple}} = \frac{I_{\text{load}}}{2f_0 C_{\text{smooth}}} \quad (6)
\]

where \( V_{\text{ripple}} \) is the maximum ripple voltage, \( I_{\text{load}} \) is the maximum current drawn by the load, \( f_0 \) is the carrier frequency, and \( C_{\text{smooth}} \) is the smoothing capacitor value. Solving equation 6 for the smoothing capacitor value:

\[
C_{\text{smooth}} = \frac{I_{\text{load}}}{V_{\text{ripple}} 2f_0}, \quad (7)
\]

\[
C_{\text{smooth}} = \frac{250 \times 10^{-3}}{0.5 \times 2 \times 125 \times 10^3} = 2 \mu F
\]

The smoothing capacitor circuit is illustrated in the figure 9 below.

5) **LDO voltage regulator**

The passive RFID tag received the high RF signal as it moved within close proximity of the reader. This high signal produced a high DC signal that could potentially damage the microcontroller on the tag. A voltage regulator was used to keep the DC signal from exceeding the microcontrollers maximum operational supply voltage. The LDO voltage regulator was used as it allowed for a large input DC voltage range -0.3V to 30V to maintain an output voltage of 3.3V.
6) Encoding

The RFID tag used the Manchester encoding. Manchester encoding has an added benefit in that it always yields an average DC level of 50% [15]. This has positive results in the readers’ demodulation circuit as it allows better management of the received RF spectrum after modulation. The encoded bit-stream was made up of 64 bits that are divided into five groups of information [15]. The first group of information consisted of 9 header bits. These are a total of nine bits programmed as 1’s and are used to inform the reader that data is about to be sent. The second group of information consisted of 10 row parity bits P[0…9]. The parity rows use even parity determined from each nibble of the 10 data nibbles. The third group of information was the 10 data nibbles of which only 1 nibble was used at a time to represent a single character of the tag ID. A 4-bit hexadecimal value can represent a value from 0x0 to 0xF. The fourth group of information was the 4-bit column parity bits P[0…3]. Each bit of the nibbles was the even parity of the data bits column N9[0…3]. The fifth group of information was a single stop bit S0 always programmed as 0. The tag sent this bit to the reader to alert end of data transmission. These 64 bits were transmitted serially and the sequence repeated continuously until the tags power went off. Table 1 shows the 64-bit data setup using the Manchester encoding.

![Fig. 10. The figure shows the schematic of the LDO voltage regulator circuit.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>9 header bits</th>
<th>10 even parity bits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N00</td>
<td>N01</td>
<td>N02</td>
<td>N03</td>
<td>P0</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>10 data nibbles</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N10</td>
<td>N11</td>
<td>N12</td>
<td>N13</td>
<td>P1</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N20</td>
<td>N21</td>
<td>N22</td>
<td>N23</td>
<td>P2</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N30</td>
<td>N31</td>
<td>N32</td>
<td>N33</td>
<td>P3</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N40</td>
<td>N41</td>
<td>N42</td>
<td>N43</td>
<td>P4</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N50</td>
<td>N51</td>
<td>N52</td>
<td>N53</td>
<td>P5</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N60</td>
<td>N61</td>
<td>N62</td>
<td>N63</td>
<td>P6</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N70</td>
<td>N71</td>
<td>N72</td>
<td>N73</td>
<td>P7</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N80</td>
<td>N81</td>
<td>N82</td>
<td>N83</td>
<td>P8</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N90</td>
<td>N91</td>
<td>N92</td>
<td>N93</td>
<td>P9</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P0</td>
<td>P1</td>
<td>P2</td>
<td>P3</td>
<td>S0</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. The table shows the 64-bit data stream using Manchester encoding.

The 64 cycle per bit Manchester encoding scheme was used. The sub-carrier frequency can be calculated by the expression [15]:

\[
f_{sub-carrier} = \frac{f_{carrier}}{64},
\]

where \(f_{sub-carrier}\) is the sub-carrier frequency, and \(f_{carrier}\) is the carrier frequency. The carrier frequency of the low frequency RFID system is assumed 125 kHz. This frequency is given by the ISO 11784/5 standard for animal tracking applications [11].

\[
f_{sub-carrier} = \frac{125 \times 10^3}{64} = 1.953 \text{ kHz}
\]

\[
f_{sub-carrier} \approx 2 \text{ kHz}
\]

The 64 cycles per bit Manchester encoding scheme was chosen to ensure better accuracy of the delays implemented in the microcontroller to achieve a sub-carrier frequency of 2 kHz. Higher sub-carrier frequencies require highly accurate software delays. Manchester encoding states that a transition occurs in the middle of every bit. This implies that at every half period of the sub-carriers’ frequency, a transition occurs. The mid bit time can be calculated by the expression [14]:

\[
T_{mid-bit} = \frac{\frac{1}{f_{sub-carrier}}}{2}, \tag{9}
\]

where \(f_{sub-carrier}\) is the sub-carrier frequency and \(T_{mid-bit}\) is the mid bit time or half the period of the sub-carrier frequency.

\[
T_{mid-bit} = \frac{\frac{1}{2} \times 10^{-3}}{2} = 500 \times 10^{-6} = 250 \mu s
\]

7) Modulation

To embed the data signal into the carrier frequency the incident signal from the reader was mixed with the microcontroller signal. To achieve this, a modulating circuit was required. To induce a high current on the tags antenna, the modulation circuit used in the design consisted of one Bipolar Junction Transistor (BJT) and a load resistor configured as a common collector amplifier. The emitter current of a practical common collector amplifier can be expressed as:

\[
\Delta I_C = \frac{\Delta V_E}{R_E} = \frac{\Delta V_B}{R_E}, \tag{10}
\]

\[
V_E = V_E + 0.6
\]

where \(I_C\) is the collector current, \(V_E\) is the emitter voltage, \(V_B\) is the base voltage and \(R_E\) is the load resistor. A microcontroller with a minimum operation voltage of 1.8V implies that the BJT’s base terminal voltage \(V_B = 1.8V\).

\[
V_E = V_B - 0.6
\]

\[
V_E = 1.8 - 0.6 = 1.2 \text{ V}
\]

The emitter load resistance was calculated using equation 10 as:

\[
I_C = \frac{V_E}{R_E}, \tag{11}
\]

Let \(I_C = 2 \text{ mA}\)

\[
R_E = \frac{V_E}{I_C} = \frac{1.2}{2 \times 10^{-3}}
\]

\[
R_E = 600 \Omega
\]

The nearest standard resistor value is 560 Ω. ∴ \(R_E = 560 \Omega\)
The modulator schematic circuit is illustrated in figure 11.

C. High level system communication

The RFID tracking system used a star network of Wi-Fi transceivers. The sensor nodes sent the data to the server devices that acted as the access point. The device consisted of the RFID tag reader, Wi-Fi transceiver, and voltage regulation circuitry. The reader interrogated any tag within its near field and transmitted the RFID data to the server node.

The server node pre-processes the datasets and forwarded them to the PC. The device consisted of a Wi-Fi transceiver configured as an access point, an 8 bit microcontroller programmed as a serial to USB converter, and a 32 bit microcontroller programmed as a data pre-processor and LCD driver. The device displayed the most recent detected tag identifier and the area within which it was detected in real-time. The same data was forwarded to the middleware where it was further processed, displayed and stored.

8) Integrated schematic

The complete passive RFID tag schematic with all the integrated component is illustrated in figure 12.

Four passive tags were designed. Figure 13 shows two of the passive RFID tags. The other tags vary by antenna size for both shapes. Figure 14 shows a size comparison between the designed and commercial RFID tag.

One of the three sensor nodes was designed with the Internet of Things (IoT) model. An additional microcontroller was used to configure the Wi-Fi transceiver such that it used the already existing institutions Wi-Fi network and sent a valid HTTP header request with the tag ID to the webserver. This eliminates the need for additional data coordinator devices and PC based middleware software. With the advancements of web technologies, data mining algorithms can be used to produce statistical information. Other web based monitoring services such as IP based video monitoring can be seamlessly integrated with the RFID system. This provides a platform independent system that is accessible to virtually any IP based system.
D. Semi Natural Environment

A computer-aided design (CAD) of the semi natural environment (SNE) is shown below. The model consisted of a 0.75m×0.9m×0.1m maze with three main areas. The green sphere on the figure represents an object with an RFID tag moving across the semi natural environment and the red objects represent an RFID tag reader on each area. The objects location was monitored as it moved across the model. The readers were placed such that they faced the entrances of the partitioned areas in the SNE such that their magnetic fields do not overlap to ensure distinct successful tag readings are obtained in each area. More readers can be used to cover all areas of the SNE if needed.

![CAD model of the semi natural environment](image)

Fig. 17. The figure shows a CAD model of the semi natural environment.

![Prototype of the semi natural environment](image)

Fig. 18. The figure shows a prototype of the semi natural environment.

C. Software development

The RFID animal tracking system software was divided into three sections. The first section, namely the middleware was responsible for processing the RFID data, displaying statistical information in the form of a GUI and uploading the data to the webserver via an HTTP request.

The RFID tag used Manchester encoding to embed data in the subcarrier signal. Each of the 64 bits are transmitted serially and the process repeats until all bits are encoded. The software flow diagram of the RFID tag is shown below:

![Software flow diagram of the RFID tag](image)

Fig. 19. The figure shows the software flow diagram of the RFID tag.

The microcontroller on the RFID tag continuously transmitted the data until it ran out of power. The tags carrier frequency can be expressed by [16]:

$$ f = \frac{1}{2\pi L_2 C_2} $$

where $C_2$ also referred to as the antenna tuning capacitor and $L_2$ is the antennas inductance.

The second section, namely the encoding of data from the RFID tags microcontroller to produce the unique tag IDs. The middleware software flow diagram is illustrated in figure 20. When the user added a list of RFID tag ID to the whitelist, they were stored and used as a filter criterion to eliminate bad reads, and nose generated tag IDs. The MySQL database access credentials were stored and used to gain access to the webserver and return data back to the GUI. The serial communication credentials provided by the user were used by the middleware to use the USB interface to obtain the datasets.

![Software flow diagram of the RFID tracking system middleware](image)

Fig. 20. The figure shows the software flow diagram of the RFID tracking system middleware.

The third section, namely the webserver was responsible for storing the data and making it accessibly to remote devices with internet access capability in the form of HTML pages.
Shown below are the screen shots of the GUI and web application showing the real-time RFID data from the database in figure 21 and 22.

![Image of the GUI's main window](image1)

**Fig. 21.** The figure shows an image of the GUIs main window.

![Image of the web application](image2)

**Fig. 22.** Web application showing the RFID datasets observed on a designated area of the semi natural environment.

The identifier, area, date and time at which the tag was detected is stored and displayed autonomously in real-time.

### V. RESULTS

In order to determine the timeliness of the tracking system, the objective of the first experiment was to measure the amount of time it took to store the RFID tag ID from the time it was read by the reader. Below is a table with part of the movement datasets exported into a comma separated values (CSV) file and tabulated in table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>id</th>
<th>tag_id</th>
<th>area_id</th>
<th>date</th>
<th>time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>1234567AAA</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2015/10/21</td>
<td>16:24:44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>1234567AAA</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2015/10/21</td>
<td>16:25:11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>1234567BBB</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2015/11/02</td>
<td>16:15:09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>1234567CCC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2015/11/02</td>
<td>16:15:22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77</td>
<td>1234567BBB</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2015/11/02</td>
<td>16:15:31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>1234567BBB</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2015/11/02</td>
<td>16:15:33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The objective of the second experiment was to measure the RFID tags operational frequencies in order to determine whether the passive RFID tags complied with the design frequency of 125-134 kHz. The frequency responses of the tags were measured and the results tabulated in table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tag ID</th>
<th>Inductance (µH)</th>
<th>Matching capacitance (µF)</th>
<th>Carrier frequency (kHz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1234567AAA</td>
<td>121.8</td>
<td>12.79</td>
<td>126.544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1234567BBB</td>
<td>237.1</td>
<td>6.676</td>
<td>126.596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1234567CCC</td>
<td>291.9</td>
<td>5.423</td>
<td>126.578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1234567DDD</td>
<td>200.04</td>
<td>7.987</td>
<td>126.571</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The frequency response of the tags antenna during data transmission is given in figure 23. The figure contains artefacts of a square wave signal due to the process of amplitude modulation. The reader uses an envelope detector circuit to detect amplitude variation of its magnetic field to decode the data from the tag. The tag does not transmit its own electromagnetic field; it manipulates the electromagnetic signal transmitted by the reader to transmit its data.

![Figure 23](image3)

**Fig. 23.** FFT of the passive RFID tag with ID 1234567AAA.

The objective of the third experiment was to measure the maximum read distance and power of the passive RFID tag. The maximum measured read distances for the different tags were measured and tabulated in table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tag ID</th>
<th>Maximum read distance (cm)</th>
<th>Antenna shape</th>
<th>Antenna area (cm²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1234567AAA</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>Square</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1234567BBB</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>Circular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1234567CCC</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>Circular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1234567DDD</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>Square</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 24 illustrates the setup of the experiment. The reader and tag are attached to a support frames, and the separation distance is increased and measured until the maximum readable distance is reached for each tag. The maximum read distance can be significantly reduced depending on the tags relative physical orientation to the reader, presence of RF obstruction between the tag and reader, and crosstalk between multiple tags.
The received power by the different tags were compared in the graph below:

![Graph comparing received power of four passive RFID tags.](image)

According to figure 25, the received power decreased exponentially with an increase in separation distance. Tags associated with smaller antennas received the largest amount of power at the readers near field but were unable to receive sufficient operational power over a larger separation distance. Tags associated with large antennas received slightly lower power at the readers near field but maintained larger operational power over a larger distance compared to tags with smaller antennas. Other parameters such as the antennas effective resistance, inductance, capacitance and orientation affected the tags performance. The power efficiency can be expressed by equation 2.

\[ \eta_{\text{tag}} = \frac{P_{\text{tag}}}{P_{\text{reader}}} \quad (12) \]

The power and efficiency curves will be similar because efficiency is calculated as the ratio of the receiver and constant transmitter power, hence the curve would scale by the factor equal to the transmitter power. According figure 25, the square antenna loop (Tag 1) performed better than the circular loop (Tag 2). The length of the square loop was equal to the diameter of the circular coil. The square antenna loop (Tag 4) with a length of 8cm performed better than a circular loop (Tag 3) with a diameter of 12cm. Smaller antenna tags had high power efficiency over a short distance of 7.5cm. Large antenna tags would maintain higher power efficiency over a longer distance compared to smaller antenna tags. Tag 1’s antenna performed better than the other tags and had the least internal resistance and inductance compared to the other tag antennas.

The test for RFID system timeliness confirmed that movement data could be obtained and stored on average within 1 second. This was essential in ensuring that subsequent data could be obtained and stored with least delay. The RFID system effectively captured datasets across all areas. The delay could be reduced by improving the readers decoding time during tag detection. The test for the RFID tag frequencies confirmed that the low frequency design complied with the ISO 11784 and 11785 standards [11]. The average carrier frequency for all the tags was 126.57 kHz and confirms it was possible to design various antennas for a similar carrier frequency. This frequency can be matched to the readers’ carrier frequency of 127.5 kHz by designing the antennas such that the required tuning capacitor is of a standard value. A maximum read distance of 14.5cm was achieved after evaluating various antenna designs and optimising key parameters such as resistance, inductance, size, shape and orientation. The GUI successfully logged and exported all movement data.

**VI. FUTURE WORKS**

Energy scavenging circuit design in passive RFID tags remains a major area of study. Since the passive tag depends on the readers’ electromagnetic field to operate, efficiency and miniaturisation of energy harvester is critical to improving the read range. To further optimise the tag antenna, printed antennas can be studied for tag miniaturisation. The microcontroller used on the tag contributes to the high energy consumption and therefore other data carrying mechanism need to be considered. An increase in reader carrier bandwidth could increase the detection performance by providing tolerance for tag to reader carrier frequency mismatch. The use of readers with larger external antennas can significantly increase the transmitted electromagnetic field, and subsequently miniaturise the tags as a smaller antenna area is sufficient for the desired longer read ranges. The current tag size shown in figure 14 can be further reduced by using appropriate optimisation techniques if the tags are to be attached to small animals like mice.

The use of IoT in data collection can provide more effective ways to measure, collect, analyse and present behavioural statistics. The availability of large amount of movement data introduces a challenge in algorithms required to generate useful information. Web applications are a desirable alternative to PC based software since they are prominently...
platform independent and interface well with internet protocol (IP) based systems.

VII. CONCLUSION

A low frequency RFID animal tracking and behaviour analysis system has been proposed and validated. The tracking subsystem consist of passive RFID tags designed and implemented from first principles. The RFID sensor devices placed in various areas of the semi natural environment use a dedicated Wi-Fi network to transmit data to the data coordinator device that pre-process the data. The LF RFID readers were positioned on the walls of the matrix such that the radiation region is in the vicinity of the entrances of each matrix area. This configuration allowed a single reader to monitor multiple entrances. The detection rate was improved since the tags were designed for long read ranges for the given reader. The behaviour analysis software platform consists of a middleware and web application that generates statistical information from the collected datasets. It is able to collect, process, display, and store the reading data in real time. The resonant frequency of the tags varies from the readers’ carrier frequency by approximately 0.784%. The tag performance is least affected since the deviation is minimal. All the tags comply with the ISO 11784 and 11785 standards. A maximum read distance of 14.5cm distance was achieved after evaluating various antenna designs and optimising key parameters such as antenna resistance, inductance, size, shape and orientation. The proposed system demonstrates the appropriateness in enabling effective animal tracking and behaviour analysis based on LF RFID technology.
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